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REFRIGERATION REQUIREMENTS FOR 
TRUCK BODIES-EFFECTS OF DOOR USAGE 
By R. W. PENNEY, Transportation and Facilities Research Division, Agricultural 

Research Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture and C. W. PHILLIPS, Building 
Research Division, Institute of Applied Technology, National Bureau of Standards 

SUMMARY 
Three refrigerated truck bodies and a, simulated truck body were 

used in laboratory tests to determine tile 000ling loads caused by open
ing the door of refrigerated trucks. The cooling load caused by door 
opening can be the predominant factor in the selection of a refrigera
tIOn unit for such vehicles. Experiments were conducted under 
controlled conditions of 0° F. temperature in the truck body and 100° 
F. temperature and 50 percent relative humidity in the test room. A 
brine refrigeration system was used to obtain steady-state temperature 
in the truck body, and liquid nitrogen was used to determine increases 
in cooling loads caused by opening the door. Helium gas was used as a 
tracer to meaSllIe the air exchange resultin~ from door usage. 

TesLs showed that a l-minute door openmg can cause air tempera
ture inside the truck body to rise as much as 60 degrees and that mor3 
than one complete air change can occur during the same period. 
Formulas were de\reloped to estimate the amount of air exchange and 
thE' cooling load caused by door opening. 

INTRODUCTION 

A frozen food delivery truck must have a refrigeration unit of 
sufficient cooling capacity to match the combined cooling loads im
posed by the truck body and by door usage. Standard test methods 
now are available to measure the cooling capacity of mechanical 
refrigeration units,' and the cooling load of refrigerated truck bodies.2 

These two methods make it possible for a truck operator to buy a 
truck with a refrigerating unit that closely matches the cooling load of 
the truck body in service. However, in local delivery operations, heat 

1 Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Institute Standard 1UG-64, for Speed
Governed Transport Refrigeration Units Employing Forced-Circulation Air
Coolers, and Standard U2G-61, for Variable-Speed Transport Refrigeration Units 
Employing Forced-Circulation Air-Coolers. 

Z PJlILLIPS, C. 'V., and PENNEY, R. W. "Development of a Method for Testing 
and Rating Refrigerated Truck Bodie~,.'· U.S. Dept. Agr. Tech. Bul. 1376,36 pp., 
illus. 1967. 
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that enters the cargo space when the door is open~d may reauire more 
refrigerating capacity than the heat that enters by direct transmission 
through the tl'uck oody. A method of determining the cooling load 
caused by door usage is needed to enable firms engaged in local delivery 
of refrigerated products to select eqllipment with adequate capacity. 

This study was undertaken to develop a practical method of l'alculat
ing the cooling load caused by door usage in local delivery of frozen 
foods. It should be noted that the cooling load due to door usage as 
estimated by this method assumes that the interior air and cargo 
temperature is restored to the Driginal temperature between sucessive 
door openings. In practical operation such temperature recovery may 
not occur and, in some cases, may not be necessary. All factors relating 
to required cargo temperature, such as body cooling load, cargo time
temperature tolerance, loading arrangement, packaging, subcooling, 
delivery schedule time, and number of door 0l?enin~ per hour, should 
be conSidered in determining the required refrlgeratmg capacity. 

METHODOLOGY 

Test Facilities 

Three truck bodies (A, B, and 0) and a simulated truck body (D) 
were used in the door-opening tests. Interior volume, door dimensions, 
and insulation of these bodies are shown in table 1. 

Tests were conducted under controlled ambient conditions of 1000 F. 
temperature and 50 percent relative humidity in the test room and 00 

F. temperature inside the truck body. A brine refrigeration system was 
used to chill the interior of the bodies to obtain steady-state conditions 
before the door opening t~sts. Liquid nitro~en expanded into the cargo 
space was then used to measure the coolmg load caused by opening 
the door. 

Thermocouples were used to measure temperatures. Exterior and 
interior temperatures were taken near each of the eight corners of 
the truck body. Interior air temperatures also were taken at the mid~ 
length of the body near the floor and ceiling at the four angles formed 
with the walls. In addition, temperatures were taken at the inside top 
and bottom of body B near the door, using thermocouples placed at 
the surface, one-fourth inch behind the surface, and in the air 1 inch 
from the surface. Body B was selected for these temperature measure-

TABLE l.-Description oj truck bodies used in the tests 

SIze of door 
Truck body Interior KInd oC door Insulutlon 

volume 
WIdth IHeight 

Cubic!eel Inchet Inche6A _________ 432 Reach-in____ 22% 44 Foamed-in-plaee urethane. B _________ ___ do _______ 333 22% 44}'z Preformed urethane. C _________ 388 Walk-in ____ 26 59 Glass fiber. D _________ ___ cJo_______560 29 70 Foamed-in-plaee urethane. 
I 
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ments because it was the one with most nearly homogeneous material 
in the floor, wall, and ceiling. 

Fiberboard boxes, containing a mixture of sand and sawdust with 
,lensity and specific heat approximating those of frozen foods, were 
used to simulate a load in body D. Enough hox{',s were placed in the 
body to occupy half the inside cargo space. A half load was used to 
represent the average size of the load in a truck body during a day's 
delivery operation. The temperature of the top surface of one box in 
the top layer of the load was measured by a thermocouple. 

Air Exchange Measurement 

Three methods were tried for use in measuring the amount of air 
exchanged, or replaced, inside the vehicle during a door opening. One 
method used multiple heated thermocouples to measure air velocity 
through the door, but this method was not successful because of dif
ficulties encountered with high-speed switching. The second method 
was based upon changing the ambient humidity and measuring the 
resulting change in the cooling load. That method was unsuited for 
measurement of low air-exchange rates. A third method, using helium 
as a tracer gas, was selected as the most practical. 

Helium gas has been used successfully by Coblentz 3 to measure air 
leakaO'e of buildings. In this method, helium gas is added to an en
closed space, and the subsequent reduction in concentration is an 
index of the air infiltration or exchange. The relative concentration 
measurements are dependent upon the thermal conductivity of the 
air-helium mixture. The thermal conductivity of the mi:'{ture is ap
proximately linear with helium concentration below about 5 percent. 
The method was modified for the door-opening tests to give more 
rapid response and to permit its use ''lith below-freezing temperatures. 

To establish whether the relation between helium concentration 
and instrument readings remained linear, helium in measured amounts 
was added to one of the bodies and meter readings were taken of the 
thermal conductiyity of the air-helium mixtures after each addition. 
The relation between helium added and meter readings was linear, 
as shown in figure l. 

The rate of air flow, or air leakage, into the body was calculated 
according to the following formula when using the helium-trace 
method: 

Air leakage, q=~A" cubic feet per minute 

Where: 

V=internal volume, cubic feet 

t= time, minutes 

A c=lnG1/G2 

3 COBLE~'I"Z, C. W., and ACHE~BACH, P. E. "Design and Performance of a 
Portable Infiltration :Meter." American Society of Heating and Air-Conditioning 
Engineers, Inc., Transactions, vol. 63, 1957. 
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Where: 

Ol=concentration index (meter reading) at start of time period, 
microvolts 

02=concentration index (meter reading) at end of time period, 
microvolts 

To test the suitability of the formula for air leakage, an airflow 
of 17 cubic feet per minute was introduced into the body through a 
calibrated orifice. The helium-trace measurement of the same flow gave 
a value of 17.3 cubic feet per minute. A graph of the helium meter 
readings for this test is shown in figure 2. 

The total amount of air exchanged during a door opening was meas
ured by using the helium-trace method. Because this method measured 
the air leakage through the truck body before and after door openings, 
no correction for that leakage was needed. 

METER READING, 
MICROVOLTS 

60I----I-----+---+----t------I 

501----I-----+---+---_+_ 

40 

30 

20 1----1--

10 

o 
o 2 4 6 8 10 

HELIUM ADDEO, CU. FT. 

USDA r~eq.ARS-Tf-I03_67(3) 

FIGUnE I.-Linear relation between meter readings and helium gas added to 
the interior of the truck body. 
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MET ER READING\ 
MICROVOLTS 

100 
90 
80 i~ ,-
70 

60 -~. 
~ 50 

~ 
30 

-,40 

'" l 
~ 
20 

~ 

10 
o 5 10 15 

TIME, MINUTES 

USDA NeQ.ARS-TF-I04-67 (3) 

FIGURE 2.-Helium meter readings when an airflow of 17 cubic feet per minute 
was introduced into a truck body. 

To measure air change (Ae) caused by opening the door, a quantity 
of helium gas was introduced into the truck body, and concentration 
readings were then tuken lIntillL peak was reached. No further helium 
was added, and readings were tiLken for about 10 minutes to establish 
the slope of the concentration curve plotted ngainst time on n semilog 
scale. The door then was opened for a given number of minutes and 
closed. Concentration readmgs ILgn.in were taken to reestablish the 
slope of the concen.Lration curve. Both concentration curves then were 
extended in a straight line to the period of d00r opening. 'rhe air 
change was calculated from the concentration ILt door opening (01) and 
closing (02), A limitntion of this technique is thnt the mnge of the 
upper Ilnd lower meter readings limits nccurate measurement to a 
maximum of nbout three nil' changes, nnd the nccul'llcy of the cnlcu
lnted vnlue of ltil' change using this method is dependent on the 
degree of mixing of the lenkllge air in the cn.rgo space. Figure 3 shows 
IL t,ypicnl serniloglldthmic g1'l1ph of relnLive helium concentrations for 11. 

2-mlIlute door opening. 
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METER READING, 

MICROVOLTS 


IOO~-----------+----------~~----------~ 
90~----------~--------~~----------~ 

80 ~~~S~;;:-=70~ 
60~-----------+----------

~O~-----------+----------I~------------~ 

40~-----------+----------1~----~------~ 

3 0 ~-----------+---------

2 0 1---------

2 MINUTES 

10~____~____~____~__~~____~____~ 

o 10 20 30 

TIME, MINUTES 

USDA NeQ. ARS- TF-ID5-67(3) 

FIGURE 3.-Changes in relative helium concentration for a typical 2-minute 
door opening. 

Cooling-Load Measurement 

The steady-state cooling load of the truck body was obtained by 
measuring the temperature change of a metered cold brine flowing 
through a coil used to cool the truck interior. The cooling load was 
found by subtracting the power supplied to a control heater and fans in 
the truck body from the total heat pickup of the coil. 

A tank of liquid nitrogen was placed inside the truck body before 
beginning a test to mea.,ure the cooling load caused by opening the 
door. When the desired steady-state temperature condition was 
attained, the brine system was turned off and the liquid nitrogen 
system was turned on. The rate of use of liquid nitrogen at the steady
state condition was determined by weight. The nitrogen system was 
then turned off and the door opened. After the door was closed, the 
nitrogen was turned on again and the amount of nitrogen needed to 
reestablish the steady-stu,te condition was determined. The amount of 
nitrogen above that required to maintain the steady-state condition 
was used to calculate the cooling load caused by opening the door. 
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RESULTS 
Temperature 

Test body B was used to measure the temperature effects on the 
structure near the door caused by opening the door. Figures 4 and 5 
show the temperature changes caused by a 3-minute door opening, 
in a test using the brine coil for cooling. The fan was turned off 
during the period of door opening. As might be expected, higher 
temperatures were found at the ceiling than at the floor. With the 
capacity of the particular brine coil used, the time for the air to 
return to its initial temperature after the door was closed approx
imated 30 minutes. The inside surface temperature recovered more 
slowly than the air temperature, and the temperature of the struc
ture one-quarter inch below the surface lagged behind the surface 
temperature. 

In one test of body D, air temperature was recovered in 3 minutes 
following a 2-minute door opening when liquid nitrogen, expanded 
directly into the cargo space, was used as the refrigerant. As indicated 
by the rate of liquid nitrogen usage, an additional 25 minutes was 
required for the structure to return to the same steady-state heat 
transfer rate observed before the 2-minute door opening. 

When the door of truck body D was opened, the average interior 
air temperature rose rapidly during the first minute, leveled off, 

TEMPERATURE. eF. 

• __••••• SURFACE 
60~----+-----~-

--- IMBEDDED 

40~~~d-------+------~----1------+------+-----~ 

2 0 .---.,.."...~ '-----+----+----+---+----+--... 

-20~~~~____~______~____~____~______~____~ 

o 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 

TIME. MINUTES 

USDA Ne 9. ARS- TF-I06-67(3) 

FIGURE 4.-Changes in interior temperatures at the floor of a refrigerated truck 
body caused by a 3-minute door opening. 

264-474 U - &7 - Z 
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TEMPERATURE, • F. 

_11- IMBEDDED 114

20 -

o 

-20~~~~____~______~____~____~______~____~ 
o 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 

TIME, MINUTES 

USDA Ne g. ARS-TF-I07- 67(3) 

FIGURE 5.-Chnnges in interior temperatures nt the ceiling of a refrigerated 
truck body caused by a 3-minute door opening. 

and then rose only slightly when the door was kept open for 2 or 3 
minutes. Following the initial rapid temperature rise, caused by the 
exchange of warm exterior air and cold interior air, a heat flow between 
the warm entering air and the cold structure and cargo tended to 
hold the temperature constant. The effect of 1-, 2-, and 3-minute 
door 0l)enings on average interior air temperature in truck body D, 
half med with simulated cargo, is shown in figure 6. 

The temperatur~ of the top surface of one of the boxes in the top 
layer of the Bimulated frozen food load increased to 13° F. for a 
I-minute door opening, 28° for a 2-minute door opening, and 41°F. 
:ior a 3-minute door opening (fig. 7). 

Air Exchange 
Figure 8 shows the curves of air change with time of door openings 

for the four truck bodies tested. The door size, height of door, and 
interior volume of the body affect the relative positions of the curves. 
For example, body D, when empty, had a rapid air exchange, but 
when it was half mled, the air exchange was reduced to approach 
the curve of body O. 

The following formula was de\reloped for calculating the air changes 
which would occur as a result of door usage in a truck body, taking 
into account the variables of door size, door height, unoccupied 
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AIR TEMPERATURE. eF. 
DOOR OPENING, MIN. 

... _-_. I 

80~-----~------+-----~----

I ---2 

40 

20 

OL-_____~~____~____~____~______~__~ 
o 2 4 6 

TIME, MINUTES 

USDA Neg. ARS-TF-IOB-67(3} 

FIGURE 6.-Effect of 1-, 2-, and 3-minute door openings on average air temper
ture inside truck body D, half filled with simulated cargo..Liquid nitrogen 
was used for air temperature recovery. 

BOX SURFACE TEMPERATURE, -F. 

DOOR OPENING, MIN. 

•••••• 240~~" I 

.." _.- 3 
30 " --~+------4------4-----~~-----r----~ 

20 , '--. 
I ----, i',

' ..1'--'::1 .~ ...... I....... .. 

o~____~______1-____-1______~____~::~~;'~-~-~_~~~~~ 

o 2 4 6 12 14 16 
TIME, MINUTESUSDA Neg. ARS-TF-109-67(3l 

FIGURE 7.-Surface temperatures of a simulated frozen food box for door-opening 
times of 1, 2, and 3 minutes. Liquid nitrogen was used for air temperature 
recovery. 

10 
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interior volume, interior and exterior temperatures, and door opening 
time: 

Ae=2 In (l+X) 

Where: _c 
X-~ 3,700Aa Ov H -~t-t 0

-2 VjT
m 

'V.o-. j 

Aa=effective door area, square feet (area not blocked by cargo) 
O=disc.harge coefficient for a rectangular opening =0.7 
H=one-half the effective door height, feet 
Vl=interior volume of vehicle not occupied by cargo, cubic feet 
T m=mean teml?erature of inside and ambient aIr, degrees Rankine 

to=ambient aIr temperature, 0 F. 
tl=initial inside temperature, 0 F. 
O=door-opening time, minutes 

The derivation of this theoretical formula may be obtained from 
the authors. 

To show the relat,ion between calculated and observed values, the 
experimental data of figure 8, plotted as individual points, are com
pared in figure 9 with the theoretical number of air changes, A e, 

calculated by the above formula Imd shown as a solid line. 
For ambient temperature of 1000 F. and interior temperature of 

00 F., calculation of X becomes: _c 
X=25.4AV; H 0 

If the doorway size, internal volume not occupied by cargo, and 
duration of door opening are known for a truck body, X can be 
calculated !l.nd the number of air changes, A e, obtained from figure 9. 

Cooling Load 
The cooling load, in B.t.n. per door opening, is shown in figure 10 

for truck body D when empty and when half filled with boxes of 
simulated frozen food. The following equation for 11 door-opening 
cooling load was developed from theoretical equations and from test 
results: 

Q=the cooling load in B.t.t!. per door opening 

=K Ae V j (ho _ hi) 
Vo Vo 

Where: 
K= the ratio of actual enthalpy change to maximum theoretical 

available enthalpy change 
Vl=volume insi.de body not occupied by cargo, cubic feet 
Ae=number of air changes 
ho=enthalpy of ambient air, B.t.u. per pound dry air 
hl=initial enthalpy of interior air, B.t.u. per pound dry air 
vo=specific volume of ambient air, cubic feet per pound dry air 
vi=initial specific volume of interior air, cubic feet per pound 

dry air 
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AIR CHANGES I 
EMPTY 

.,...,~..,..,..,.. BODY "A" 
...._---,...- BODY "B'

3 ....................... 
 BODY ·c· 
BODY • O' 

HALF- FILLED 
i- _._-- BOOY '0' 

../ 
2 

•./ /,... ",.. ..,..... ..' .", ", 
.... /..:.......'" .," ,JII~ ", 

~.", 


........ .,' JIll"
i. 
" "b·····............',4 'fl",',," 


ill 
l-

j(l~ # I
II 

I 

.'l 
I Io 

o 2 3 

TIME. MINUTES 
USDA Nell. ARS- TF-IIO-67(3) 

FIGURE 8.-Air changes which occurred in the four truck bodies for various 
door-opening times. 

~. Values of K computed from tests on body D for empty and half
fined conditions were 0.53 and 0.91, respectively. 

An approximate value of K based on tests of body D is given 
numerically by the empirical, dimensionally inconsistent, relation 

Where: 
At=area of exposed surface inside body, square f3et. The approxi

mate values of K found by (~:)2 for body Dare 0.54 and 

0.93, respectively, for empty and half-filled conditions. 
It should be noted that values of K> 1 are not realistic and should 

not be used. 
For ambient conditions of 100° F. temperature and 50 percent 

relative humidity, and 0° F. interior temperature, the above equation 
for Q becomes: 
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Q=3.08 K A. V t 

Actual test values and calculated values for door-opening cooling 
loads with body D are shown in table 2. 

Sample Calculations 

The total cooling load for a refrigerated truck body consists of 
at least the followin~ elements: (1) Body cooling load, usually deter
mined by test or ratmg, (2) cooling load caused by opening the door, 
as discussed in this report, (3) cooling loads caused by loading cargo 
at temperatures higher than desired, (4) cooling load from other 
sources such as lights and fans in the cargo space. 

Two examples are given to show the approximate effects of door 
usage on the total cooling load for a frozen food truck body. In these 
examples, the door-usage cooling loads are calculated, and three 
additlOnal factors relating to total cooling load are assumed: (1) A 

NUMBER OF AIR CHANGES -,----,-----,----, 

3.0r--~~-~--~--.. 
AC'ZLn(l+X) 

2 .0 f-----f--

A EXPERIMENTlIIL 011-:-11 

1.0 

OL-_~__~__-L__~__L__~ 

o 2 3 4 5 6 

FACTOR X 
USDA N. q. ARS- TF -111-67(3) 

FIGURE 9.-0bserved and theoretical air changes versus factor X in the formula 
for air changes. 
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COOLING LOAD.----r----r-----r-----, 

8.T.U. PER I)()OR OPENING 

3,OOOI----f---f---f---f-----1 

2,000 

1,000 1-1.----~---+----+---~ 

:• / I 
,/ 

./ 

I 

OL-____~____~____~______~__~ 
o 	 2 3 4 5 

DOOR OPEN TIME, MINUTES 
USDA 	 NeQ. ARS-TF-1I2-67(3) 

FIGURE 	lO.-Cooling loads caused by opening the door of truck body D when 
empty and when half filled with. boxes of simulated frozen food. 

, 

known b0dy cooling load, (2) a refrigerating system capable of temper
ature recovery in the cargo space between periods of door openmg, 
and (3) no warm cargo or other cooling load. 

Example 1 
Assume a reach-in truck body of the followin~ size: Internal volume, 

empty, 500 cubic feet; door SIze, 22 inches WIde by 24 inches high; 
and internal dimensions, 5 feet high, 5.6 feet wide, and 17.8 feet long. 

The truck will be operated in a maximum ambient condition of 
100° F. temperature and 50 percent relative humidity, and at 0° F. 
interior temperature. The truck body coolin~ load is 2,000 B.t.u. 
per hour, with a 100-degree temperature dIfference. The service 
m which the truck is to be lIsed calls for it to be loaded three
fourths full at the beginning of a nominal 8-hour day, nnd to make 
32 deliveries, each requiring a I-minute door opening. The truck 
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TABLE 2.-0ooling loads in truck body D caused by opening the door 

Empty or filled truck body and door-open period By test As 
calculated 

Empty: 	 B.t.lL. B.t.u. 
7~ minute_____________________________________ _ 1, 240 8501 minute _____________________________________ _ 2,710 2,690 

Half-mind:J. _____________________________________ _~nute 1,210 1, 1702 minutes _____________________________________ _ 1,900 2, 0603 minutes ____________________________________ _ 2,210 2, 500 

returns \'lith one-eighth of the volume of the interior occupied by 
the load. Since the door-opening cooling load increases as the truck 
is emptied, the door-openmg coolin~ load should be calculated on 
the basis of a load occupying one-eighth of the interior volume. 

With ambient conditIOns of 100° F. temperature and 50 percent 
relative humidity, and an interior temperature of 0° F. the short 
equation for air exchange} A c, may be used as follows: 

Ac=2ln (1+X) 
Where: 

x 
Since: 

22X24
A d=---r«=3.66 square feet, door area 

H=l 	foot (one-half height of door) 

V t=7	/8X 500=437 cubic feet (volume of interior not occupied 
by load) 

6=1 (duration of door opening, minutes) 
Substituting: 

X 25.4(3.66)0(1) 
437 

=0.213 
Then: 

Ac=2 In (1 +0.213) 

=0.38 air change per door opening. 

The cooling load from one door opening at the one-eighth filled 
condition may be calculated by the short equation: 

Q=3.08KAcV t B.t.u. 

Where: 

K-(~:y 

http:d=---r�=3.66
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Since: 
A1=exposed internal area, square feet 

=5.6X17.S=99.7 square feet, truck ceiling area 

+5.6X 17.S=99.7 square feet, cargo top surface area. 

+7/S[2(5.6) +2(17.8)15=204.7 square feet, side wall area. 

=404.1 sqlltu'e feet 

V 1=500X7/S=437 cubic feet (volume of interior not occupied 
by load) 

Substituting: 

K=e~:/y=0.S5 

Then: 

Q=3.0S(0.S5) (0.3S) (437) 

=433 B.t.u. 

The average time between door openings is 14.5 minutes. 

The rate of removal of the 433 B.t.u. is ::.~X60=l,SOO B.t.u. per 

hour. 
Therefore, the total heat load to be removed is the sum of the body 

cooling load, 2,000, and the door cooling load, l,SOO, or 3,SOO B.t.u. 
per hour. 

Example Z 
Assume a frozen food delivery truck, with internal volume of 257 

cubic feet Ilnd internal dimensions of 5.8 feet high, 5.5 feet wide, and 
8 feet long. 

A rear walk-in door 24 inches wide and 70 inches hi~h is provided. 
The truck is to be operated in a maximum ambient condltion of 100° F. 
temperature and 50 percent relative humidity, with a 0° F. interior 
temperature. The body cooling load is 1,300 B.t.u. per hour for 100° F. 
temperature difference. The operating schedule calls for a 2-minute 
door opening e\'ery 20 minutes. The frozen food is to be protected at 
the most se\'ere conditions (that is, when the body is almost empty). 

As in the first example, the selected maximum ambient conditions of 
100° F. temperature and 50 percent relative humidity, and 0° F. 
interior temperature, permit the curve in figure 9, or the short equation 
for air exchange, A e, to be used: 

Ae=2 In (1+X) 

Where: 

25.4At{li 8 

Vt 


X 

http:Q=3.0S(0.S5
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Since: 

24X70
Aa=---r44= 11.6 square feet 

H=3 feet (approximately) 

V t=250 cubic feet (with truck almost empty) 

(J=2 minutes 

x-25.4(11.6) .J[(2) 
250 

=4.07 

In this example the curve in figure 9 will be used to find the number 
of air changes. For an X value of 4.07, the ail' change, A" is 3.2. 

The short equation for the door-opening cooling load also may be 
used as follows: 

Q=3.08K/;\eV£ B.t.u. 

Where: 

At=internal exposed area, square feet 

=2(8+5)(5.8)+2(8X'l.5) 

=157+88 

=245 square feet 

V t=250 cubic feet, (inside unoccupied volume) 

K=(At)2=(245)2=0.96
V t 250 

Therefore: 

Q=3.08(0.96) (3.2) (250) 

=2,390 B.t.u. 

The average rate of heat removal for a 2-minute door opening every 
. . 2,390 B h20 mmutes IS 20 X60=7)70 .t.u. per our. 

Therefore, the total heat load to be removed is the sum of the body 
cooling load, 1,300, and th2 door cooling load, 7,170, or 8,470 B.t.u. 
per hour. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The formulas developed in this study provide a means of calculat

ing the approximate cooling IOf~d caused by opening the door of n. 
refrigerated truck for periods up to 3 minutes in duration. It is not a 
purpose of this paper to describe recommended procedures for truck 

http:Q=3.08(0.96
http:K=(At)2=(245)2=0.96
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usage or the degree of cargo temperature recovery required between 
door openings. If the frequency of door usage is known, and if full 
temperature recovery of the cargo and truck interior is obtained be
tween successive openings,4 the product of the number of openings 
und the calculated cooling load per opening will give the total cooling 
load caused by door usage. The magnitude of the door-usage cooling 
load is a principal factor needed by operators and manufacturers of 
refrigerated trucks to determine the required capacity of the refrig
erating means for such vehicles. 

The use of the curve developed for air changes (fig. 9) should be 
limited to the ranges given. Also, nC' attempt should be made to use 
multiples of cooling loads for a given door-opening time to obtain 
cooling loads for longer door-opening times, 

Additional studies are needed to determine the effects of successive 
door openings when there are variations in the door-opening schedule 
and the interval between openings is less than the temperature re
covery time. Cooling loads for long door openings, such as those 
required to completely load or unload trucks, also need to be studied. 

• In some operntions, full tempern.ture recovery mlly not be required between 
successive door openings and the resulting cooling load will be less thlln for full 
recovery. 
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